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MEET THE TEAM

CEO/FOUNDER OF AAT
TRIP HOST

Lawrence McLean developed the concept of  
AAT in 2012, as a result of  the constant let 
down of  friends backing out of  travel plans, 
or simply not sharing his interest in travel-
ing any further that the Caribbean. He start-
ed the group, African American Travelers of  
Philadelphia, followed by another chapter in 
New York, on meetup.com. Since, he has led 
thousands from around the country, on the 
most epic, unforgettable, international tours. 
AAT’s groups have perused six continents, 
including its, signature, annual NYE in Dubai 
experience, and taking travelers “Home for 
the Holidays” to the beautiful motherland, 
Africa, year after year. According to “Ma-
dame Noir” Lawrence has been recognized 
as one of  the three US entrepreneurs who is 
changing the perception of  travel to Africa!

Lawrence McLean
SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGER

HOST ASSISTANT

Andrea McLean is known for traveling with 
style, She has worked in customer service 
and sales for many years, mastering 60-sec-
ond pitches since the spunky age of  6! She 
is focused on customer satisfaction, engage-
ment, and bringing a smile to our travel-
ers faces. Some believe that she may have 
been a comedian in her past life. Whenever 
she is around , there is always laughter.

Andrea McLean
PHOTOGRAPHER/VIDEOGRAPHER

TRIP HOST

Carey Bradshaw is a self-educated photog-
rapher constantly pushing the boundaries 
of  traditional photography by infusing digital 
photo manipulation. Armed with experience 
and knowledge of  photography and graph-
ic design, Carey is commissioned to shoot 
on location in NYC, Europe, Asia, and Africa 
to create stunning visual masterpieces for 
his clients in the industries of  Entertain-
ment - Music/Television/Fashion, Travel, Real 
Estate, Corporate  and personal portraits. 
Carey Bradshaw is currently based in NYC

Carey Bradshaw

“Great things in business are never done by one 
person. They’re done by a team of people.” 

– Steve Jobs
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THE ITINERARY

8:00 PM
BLACK & GOLD HOST DINNER

FRI, JULY 22 SAT, JULY 23 SUN, JULY 24

ATHENS TOUR

 7:00 PM DEPART FOR 1/2 DAY ACROPOLIS TOUR

 11:00 AM BREAK FOR LUNCH (INCLUDED)  

 12:30 PM CAPE SOUNION & TEMPLE   
  OF POSEIDON TOUR (1H 10M DRIVE)

 4:30 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

OFF TO MYKONOS

 12:00 PM DEPART FOR MYKONOS (3h 35m ferry)

 3:35 PM ARRIVE IN MYKONOS

 

VIP AT TOY ROOM

 11:30 PM DEPART FOR TOY ROOM

 3:00 AM RETURN TO HOTEL  

USA 
ARRIVE AT ATHENS INT’L AIRPORT
ATHENS, GREECE

DINNER IN THE SKY
(for those who booked)

 6:30 PM DEPART FOR DINNER IN THE SKY

 8:30 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

ATHENS HOTEL
3:00 PM CHECK IN

MYKONOS HOTEL
5:30 PM CHECK IN

ATHENS HOTEL
10:00 AM CHECK OUT
TRANSFER TO PORT

GREECE 
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#AATinGreece4

OFF TO SANTORINI

 1:00 PM FERRY TO SANTORINI (2h 45m Ferry)

 3:45 PM ARRIVE IN SANTORINI

MON, JULY 25 TUE, JULY 26 WED, JULY 27

 8:00 AM DEPART FOR CATAMARAN TOUR

     5:00 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

DELOS CATAMARAN TOUR
(For those who booked)

MYKONOS HOTEL
11:00 AM CHECK OUT
TRANSFER TO PORT

SANTORINI HOTEL
4:30 AM CHECK IN

 5:00 PM DEPART FOR SUPER PARADISE BEACH     

 10:00 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

SUPER PARADISE BEACH CLUB

FREE TIME
THOSE WHO DIDNT BOOK 

EXCURSION



THE ITINERARY
THU, JULY 28 FRI, JULY 29

 7:00 AM DEPART FOR SHOOT

     12:00 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

FLYING DRESS SHOOT 1
(For those who booked)

 7:00 AM DEPART FOR SHOOT

     12:00 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

FLYING DRESS SHOOT 2
(For those who booked)

 3:00 PM DEPART FOR OIA

     6:00 PM DINNER AT OCHRE

 9:00 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

     

DINNER AT OCHRE

 4:00 PM DEPART JOJO’S BEACH BAR

     8:00 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

     

JOJO’S BEACH BAR
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#AATinGreece4

GREECE USA 

SANTORINI HOTEL
TRANSFER TO AIRPORT

12:00 PM CHECK OUT

SAT, JULY 30



THE EXTENSION
SAT, JULY 30 SUN, JULY 31 MON, AUGUST 1

KEFALONIA TOUR

 9:00 AM DEPART FOR KEFALONIA TOUR 
  LUNCH INCLUDED 
  
  •DROGARATI CAVE
  •MELISSANI CAVE

 5:00 PM RETURN TO HOTEL

KEFALONIA HOTEL
3:30 AM CHECK IN

SANTORINI HOTEL
8:00 AM CHECK OUT
TRANSFER TO AIRPORT

SANTORINI 

 11:35 AM DEPART FOR ATHENS (45m Flight)
  OLYMPIC AIRLINE FLIGHT OA355

 12:20 PM ARRIVE IN ATHENS (1h 20m Layover)

 1:30 PM DEPART FOR KEFALONIA (55m Flight)
  OLYMPIC AIRLINE FLIGHT OA292

 2:25 PM ARRIVE IN KEFALONIA

KEFALONIA 
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#AATinGreece4

TUE, AUGUST 2 WED, AUGUST 3

 9:00 AM DEPART FOR ZAKYNTHOS TOUR
  LUNCH INCLUDED
  
  •SHIPWRECK BEACH
  •NAVAGIO BEACH

 4:00 PM RETURN TO HOTEL    

ZAKYNTHOS TOUR KEFALONIA HOTEL
12:00 PM CHECK OUT
TRANSFER TO AIRPORT
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ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS

Located on a limestone hill high above 
Athens,Greece, the Acropolis has been in-
habited since prehistoric times. Over the 
centuries, the Acropolis was many things: 
a home to kings, a citadel, a mythical home 
of the gods, a religious center and a tourist 
attraction. It has withstood bombardment, 
massive earthquakes and vandalism yet 
still stands as a reminder of the rich histo-
ry of Greece. The term “acropolis” means 
“high city” in Greek and can refer to one
of many natural strongholds constructed 
on rocky, elevated ground in Greeces.

THE TOY ROOM

Since its opening in September 2014, has 
been frequented by celebrities and so-
cialites alike, literally becoming the talk of 
the town. Styled like the most luxurious 
of living roomswith one off designed fur-
niture as well as specially commissioned 
artworks by Philippe Cardinal, combines 
elite yet cozy surroundings with pioneering 
sound and lighting

CAPE SOUNION & TEMPLE OF 
POSEIDON 
The temple of Poseidon, the ancient Greek 
god of the sea,dominates the southern-
most tip of Attica, where the horizon meets 
the Aegean Sea. Perched on the craggy
rocks of Cape Sounio, the temple is envel-
oped in myth and historic facts dated from 
antiquity until the present times. King Me-
nelaus who stopped briefly at Sounio on
his way back from Troy; or about the un-
fortunate King Aegeus who drowned him-
self on that spot and the Aegean Sea got 
named after him; or about the people who 
built a temple using local marble to honour 
the god of the sea and safeguard the prof-
its from the neighbouring Lavrio mines. He 
built the 16 columns at the Temple of Po-
seidon in a way that ensured they would 
stand the test of time and resist the harsh-
ness of the environment.
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IN DEPTHDINNER IN THE SKY 
Dinner in the Sky is a multi-awarded ex-
traordinary culinary proposal that wel-
comes 22 guests along with our Chefs 
who prepare a 6-course menu, which is 
served at 40 meters up in the sky, offering 
a once in a life time experience.
Dinner in the Sky takes you to heaven,
while the nightlife of Athens “awakens”. 
As the table slowly rotates you get views 
ranging from the sculpturally lit Acropolis, 
the surrounding mountains, the sea and of
course the Athenian cityscape. The menu 
consists of 6 dishes, which combine the 
Greek tradition with the modern culinary 
inspiration. The menu is accompanied by
delicious Greek wines, which are well-
known for their superior taste and quality.

DINNER IN OIA 

Enjoy your sunset dinner in Oia Perched 
on the northern tip of the island, this once 
centre of trade in antiquity now reflects
the renaissance of Santorini after the dev-
astating earthquake of 1956. Restoration 
work has restored the beauty. Small white 
houses tier the hillside, interspersed by
splashes of rich okra, deep fuchsia, cobalt 
blue, oyster pink and earthy red. The vil-
lage is approximately 150 meters
above sea level.

SANTORINI  

Santorini islands is still an active volcano 
the same as Méthana, Mílos and Nísiros
and probably the only volcano in the world 
whose crater is in the sea. The islands that 
form Santorini came into existence as a
result of intensive volcanic activity. Santo-
rini is considered to be the most sought af-
ter place for a romantic getaway in Greece.
Venture into Santorini’s seaside treasures 
and enjoy deep blue waters and beaches 
with white, red or black sand or volcanic 
pebbles, spectacular rock formations and 
impressive lunar landscapes. True culinary 
paradise! Treat your taste buds to some 
famous traditional products like cherry to-
matoes, white egg plants, fava, caper and 
“hloró tyrí”, a special kind of fresh goat 
cheese found on the island, or why not try 
some of the exceptional wines produced 
from grapes grown in the volcanic soil of 
the island
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FLYING DRESS PHOTOSHOOT

You’ve seen them all over IG and FB, so 
there is absolutely no way you can fly all 
the way to Santorini and not get yours. 
We’ve got you covered! We’ve reserved 
the entire morning and afternoon in San-
torini so you can get yourself the infamous 
flying dress photo! Each appointment is 
30 minutes and gets you a flying dress 
rentals30 photos plus 4 professionally re-
touched photos. Options for professional 
makeup & additional dresses will be made 
available closer to the trip date?
Bringing your boo with you? They can join 
the shoot at no additional cost, they just 
need to come with their flyest apparel to 
not ruin your shoot.

PERISSA BLACK SAND BEACH

Unwind on the black sandy beach of 
Perissa the volcanic activity on the island 
is evidenced at this beach in the form of 
its unique, black sand. Over the centu-
ries, the molten rock from various volcanic 
eruptions hardened and then eventual-
ly broke down due to erosion. The black 
sand absorbs the heat, which means that 
you’ll need to wear your sandals while 
walking on it.

SUPER PARADISE BEACH 
CLUB

Throughout the years, Super Paradise 
has made its name a synonym to Party in 
Mykonos. Packed with clubbers, jet-set-
ters, models and VIPs, do not get surprised 
if you spot a celebrity among the crowd or 
dancing next to you. Super Paradise calls 
for fun in the sun amidst an eclectic crowd. 
Meet a great mix of personalities and bod-
ies enjoying the vibes of the Beach Club. 
Unwind in a relaxed atmosphere early in 
the day and get yourselves ready to party 
as time passes by. AThe music gets loud-
er and the Beach Club becomes quite “the 
scene”. Whether dancing on the platforms 
or enjoying a cocktail, find your selves in 
the hottest Beach Club in Mykonos. 
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MYKONOS

According to mythology, Mykonos was 
formed from the petrified bodies of gi-
ants killed by Hercules. The island took 
its name from the grandson of Apollo, 
“Mykonos”. Stroll around its narrow marble 
streets and admire whitewashed houses 
with colourful doors and window frames, 
bougainvillea trees in purple bloom. Pay 
a visit to the church of Panagia Parapor-
tiani, the Town hall and the castle situated 
above the harbour. Archaeological, Folk-
lore and Maritime Museums to take in a 
little history. Wander around the pedestri-
an shopping streets of the Hóra, always 
colourful and busy. The most glamorous 
of all is Matoyánni Street, lined with brand 
name stores, charming cafés and stylish 
restaurants.

IN DEPTH

PRIVATE CATAMARAN TOUR 
OF DELOS

Private Catamaran Tour of Delos a Greek 
island and archaeological site in the Ae-
gean Sea’s Cyclades archipelago, near 
Mykonos. The mythological birthplace of 
Apollo, it was a major religious center
and port during the 1st millennium B.C. 
The island’s ruins encompass Doric tem-
ples, markets, an amphitheater, houses
with mosaics and the iconicTerrace of the 
Lions statues.

JOJO’S BEACH BAR
The magical feeling of delight by the sea, 
Exotic flavor, absolute relaxation setting in 
the  lounge bar- restaurant jojo. A youthful, 
modern and at the same time comfortable 
place, with the friendly smiling faces of 
our partners, who are happy to welcome 
you on the unique black sandy beach of 
Perivolos. Designed with every architec-
tural detail, made with enthusiasm, it per-
fectly combines natural materials such as 
wood, stone, metal all tied harmoniously 
in earthy tones across the deep blue … 
Swimming pool inside the bar and bar in-
side the pool for unique partying, its guests 
being well-known artists. Cool drinks, ex-
otic coctails, and titillating champagne 
bubbles, are simply there for you to enjoy 
or taste the creations of our chef, ranging 
from a simple sandwich to delicious dishes 
trimmed with finest quality materials.
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ACCOMODATIONS

ATHENS HOTEL

ATHENS, GREEECE

SANTORINI HOTEL

SANTORINI, GREECE

KEFALONIA HOTEL
KEFALONIA, GREECE

MYKONOS HOTEL

MYKONOS, GREECDE


